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The Department of Electronics and Telecommunication Enginnering had successfully organized an 

Industrial Visit for the Second Year B. Tech. students to Rajyasthan from 29th January 2020 to 2nd 

February 2020. Fourty Three students from S. Y. B. Tech along with three faculty members visited 

two companies in Rajyasthan. 

We left the University Campus in the morning at 9:30 am of 29th January 2020 for Industrial Visit to 

Rajyasthan. We visited two companies namely Omega Electronics from Jaipur and Suzlon Gobal 

Services Ltd. From Jaisalmer. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Student S.Y. B.Tech. EXTC leaving for Industrial Visit 

 

Visit to Omega Electronics, Jaipur 

We reached in Jaipur, Rajyasthan at 11;30 pm of 31st January 2020. There  we took some refreshment 

and had a lunch in nearby hotel named Park Classic.  

In the afternoon at 2:30 pm we visited Omega Electronics. The company manufacture and sell 

Electronic Lab kits to Technical and Engineering colleges. We divided our students in the batch of 15 

students per batch for the visit and the interaction with the industry persons one after another. The 

team members of Omega Electronics interacted with students and showed them process behind 

manufacturing of electronics lab equipment in real time.  

 



 

Fig. 2 Visit to Omega Electronics, Jaipur 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 (a) Students interacting with staff members of Omega Electronics 

 

 



 

 

Fig. 3 (b) Students interacting with staff members of Omega Electronics 

 

Finally, we left the premises at 4.30 p.m. It was an informative, interesting and a successful visit. As 

students of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering, they understand the working of 

electronic devices, their applications and importance of technology selection, etc. We express our 

thanks to the Technical Head and all team members of Omega Electronics who spent their valuable 

time for us. 

After that we all had a dinner and then we head towards Jaisalmer at 9:00 pm for our next visit to 

Suzlon Global Services Ltd. 

 

Visit to Suzlon Global Services Ltd., Jaisalmer 

We reached in Jaisalmer at 12 pm of 1st Febuary 2020. There  we took some refreshment and had a 

lunch in Sam San Dunes Dessert Camp.  

In the afternoon at 3:00 pm we visited Suzlon Global Services Ltd. The Company develops products 

in the Wind Energy & Solar energy sector and is a leading wind turbine manufacturer across the globe. 

The Technical Head of Suzlon Global Services Ltd., Jaisalmer conducted very informative session for 

the students regarding the working of the power plant and wind turbines. Also, he motivated to the 

students to select their domain and area of interest. 

 



 

Fig. 4 Visit to Suzlon Global Services Ltd., Jaisalmer 

 

 

Fig 5 (a) Interactive session with Technical staff of Suzlon Global Service Ltd., Jaisalmer 



 

Fig 5 (a) Interactive session with Technical staff of Suzlon Global Service Ltd., Jaisalmer 

 

The session was concluded with Question- Answer session. Many of the students asked different 

questions to the Technical Head on current demanding technologies, market scenarios etc. and he 

cleared all the doubt and myths which was in students mind about the technologies related field. All 

students were satisfied after the session. The visit came to an end at 5.00 pm and then we returned to 

the camp. 

In the early morning of 2nd February 2020 at 5:00 am, we started our return journey towards University. 

We safely returned to University Campus on 7:00 pm of 3rd February 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Report on Industrial Visit to Bangalore

Subject:  Industrial visit to Indian Space Research      Organization (ISRO),
Hindustan Aeronautics  Limited (HAL) Museum, Visvesvaraya Industrial  and
Technological Museum, Bangalore. 

Industrial  Visit  to  Bangalore  was  conducted  successfully  with  three  faculty
members Prof.  Sapana Barphe,  Prof.  Pranita  Jadhav and Prof.  Vaibhav Patil
along with 38 students from Third year and 08 students from Second year B.
Tech. in  Information Technology.

It was a three-day Industrial Visit Programme where we acquired knowledge 
about satellites, fighter planes used by our defence sector and all important 
scientific engineering principles .

Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) 



Our journey began on 17th January, 2019 from Mangaon at 2.45 am and we
reached Bangalore on 18th January from where we headed towards our visit to
ISRO. By 11:00 AM, we were at ISRO where we had to go through security
checking and we were provided with visitor passes. Along with this we had time
for our breakfast in their canteen. At 12:00 PM we were allowed to enter the
main ISRO building. We were first taken to the auditorium where a video clip
was  shown  to  us  which  gave  us  knowledge  about  right  from ground  level
preparations to the actual launching of a satellite to how a satellite functions in
space.

 Then we had a series of question-answer regarding queries of students about
satellites. We also had discussion about future plans that ISRO has in which we
came to know about some missions like Chandrayaan-II, Space mission of 2022
and also the procedure of the organization to be a part of ISRO. Then we were
taken to the clean room where we could actually see the designing of satellite
and  the  model  of  Chandrayaan-II  although  this  all  was  visible  through  a
transparent glass and we were not allowed to enter inside that room. 

Then we visited some more areas and then we were at exhibition room wherein
there were the models of all the satellites that are launched till today. Also we
had detailed information about famous scientist who had major contribution in
making  ISRO  a  successfully  organization  as  the  whole  world  recognizes  it
today. We also had more information about some basic scientific apparatus and
we were also explained about purpose of each satellite that was sent into space.



This whole session lasted for 3 hours and at 3:00 PM we departed from ISRO
with much more information that we had earlier about space engineering.



Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) Museum

On  19th Jan  we  explored  HAL  Museum  which  is  India’s  first  Aerospace
Museum. We entered the museum at 11:30AM where we had the opportunity to
see various aircrafts and helicopters, aircraft engine models, flight stimulators
and the complete Indian Aviation history. The museum is well maintained by
HAL Company. We could completely observe all the aircrafts some of which
included HAL HJT-36 Sitara, HAL Tejas mock-up, HAL Ajeet, HAL Dhruv and
many more that showcased the growth of the Indian Aviation industry for six
decades. We also had a group discussion about the trending Rafael deal. The
museum also displayed information about aviation progress made by various
countries. After whole day visit to the museum, we departed at 4:00PM. 





Visvesvaraya Industrial and Technological Museum

On  20th Jan  we  gave  a  visit  to  Visvesvaraya  Industrial  and  Technological
Museum  which  is  a  constituent  unit  of  the  National  Council  of  Science
Museums, Ministry of Culture, and Government of India. The museum is a vast
source of information starting from small science experiments to huge space
missions. The museum is divided into various departments of science. First, we
explored  Engine  Hall  that  exhibits  engines  of  various  cars,  machines,  jet
aircrafts and other mechanical devices. Second, we came across Electro Technic
Gallery  that  focused  on  interactive  electrical  exhibits  which  work  on  basic
principles of  electricity,  electronics and communication.  Then we discovered
Space Emerging Technology that showed us achievements of mankind in this
sector. Next we went to Biotechnological Revolution hall where we understood
basics of biotechnology and its applications. Then we gave our visit to hall of
Electronics which was in collaboration with Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL)
which  threw  light  on  basic  principles  of  Electronics  and  Information
Technology. Next we discovered the most amazing part of the museum which
was  Fun  Science  Gallery  that  displayed  working  models  on  the  science  of



sound, optics, fluids, math and many more. The main attraction of the museum
was The Alive Dinosaur exhibit which is the moving replica of Spinosaurus.
The working models museum made us to understand the scientific principles
easily. With this we completed our Industrial Visit which provided us enormous
information about various engineering principles.






















